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CPSYCH Course

PSY 325 - 29613

Responses (%) Course

MP P A N MN N Mean Med. Std
Dev

Q1 ATTENTION. Does the course hold your attention and interest? 90.3% 9.7% 0 0 0 31 1.1 1 .30

Q2 IMPACT. Does the class stimulate your intellectual curiosity? 93.5% 6.5% 0 0 0 31 1.1 1 .25

Q3 EXAMINATIONS. Do examinations reflect the assigned material? 83.9% 12.9% 0 3.2% 0 31 1.2 1 .61

Responses: [MP] Most Positive=1 [P] Positive=2 [A] Average=3 [N] Negative=4 [MN] Most Negative=5 
 
Q4 - COMMENTS. Do you have any suggestions for this course?

Response Rate: 41.94%   (13 of 31)

1 no, I loved every single part of it

2 This was one of my favorite courses at ASU, I really enjoyed the material and Dr. Jennings made the classes incredibly engaging and provided a lot of outside help. I felt comfortable talking in class, asking questions, and expressing my own ideas.

3 This subject was a tough one with a lot of content to learn at once, but the professor made it possible without overwhelming us.

4 The actual material discussed in the class was fascinating and greatly applicable to my future profession. Thus, I greatly enjoyed learning about the material and would certainly recommend the PSY325 to future students.

5
None at all. Professor Jennings is absolutely incredible. I am a senior at ASU and she is by far, the BEST instructor I have EVER had. She makes the class so interesting, holds every individuals attention in the room. She's hilarious, breaks down difficult topics in an easy-to-understand manner, and you
can just tell she loves her job and loves to teach others on this topic. This class was so fantastic, it made me consider looking into psychological neuroscience as a grad school option. I have nothing but the utmost respect and gratitude for this professor and this course. It was the most interesting and
fascinating course I have ever taken at ASU. I absolutely loved every second of it.

6 Never EVER replace Dr. Jennings. PLEASE. She made what would otherwise be inaccessible information fun and easy to understand. She related to her students in such a fun and quirky way that only she can do. She's irreplaceable, seriously.

7 N/a

8 N/A

9 More worksheets of the "draw it to know it"

10
Literally DO NOT CHANGE ANYTHING ABOUT THIS COURSE. IT IS PERFECT LIKE THIS.

I mean there's always room for improvement but you know what I mean, she is the best professor I've ever had. Period.

11 I wish there was more of a focus on how the physio concepts we cover impact people's psyche. Just more of a focus on the effects these concepts have in the real world and how they impact how individual people live. For example, how does blindsight impact the lives of people and how the "view" the
world.

12 I love everything about this course. Thank you so much for giving me some direction for graduate school.

13 Dr. J was hands down, one of the best professors that I’ve had during my time here at ASU. She is engaging, thoughtful, and absolutely dynamite in all regards



CPSYCH Faculty Questions

Eevin Jennings

Responses (%) Individual

MP P A N MN N Mean Med. Std
Dev

Q5 LEVEL. Does the instructor cover the material at a level and pace appropriate to you? 83.9% 9.7% 0 6.5% 0 31 1.3 1 .77

Q6 CLARITY. Does the instructor present the material in a clear and understandable manner? 90.3% 6.5% 3.2% 0 0 31 1.1 1 .42

Q7 EMPHASIS. Did the instructor make clear to you what is expected of you in this course? 87.1% 9.7% 0 3.2% 0 31 1.2 1 .59

Q8 CREDIBILITY. Do you have confidence in the instructor's knowledge of the subject? 96.8% 0 3.2% 0 0 31 1.1 1 .35

Q9 SENSITIVITY. Does the instructor seem to know when the class is having difficulty understanding the material? 87.1% 6.5% 6.5% 0 0 31 1.2 1 .53

Q10 HELPFULNESS. Is the instructor helpful outside the class? 87.1% 6.5% 6.5% 0 0 31 1.2 1 .53

Q11 RESPONSIVENESS. Does the instructor encourage student response? 90.3% 6.5% 3.2% 0 0 31 1.1 1 .42

Q12 ENTHUSIASM. Does the instructor convey enthusiasm about the course? 96.8% 3.2% 0 0 0 31 1.0 1 .18

Q13 WILLINGNESS. Would you willingly take another course from this instructor? 87.1% 6.5% 3.2% 0 3.2% 31 1.3 1 .80

Q14 EVALUATION. What overall grade would you give this instructor? 90.3% 6.5% 3.2% 0 0 31 1.1 1 .42

Responses: [MP] Most Positive=1 [P] Positive=2 [A] Average=3 [N] Negative=4 [MN] Most Negative=5 

 
Q15 - COMMENT. Do you have any suggestions for this instructor?

Faculty: Eevin Jennings

Response Rate: 48.39%   (15 of 31)

1 You are so knowledgable in all regards. I look up to you, and hope to one day run my own classroom like yours.



2

The instructor conveyed the material that was necessary, however, I personally did not enjoy the instructor. I felt that she has adopted the "cool instructor" persona.

Dr. Jennings was often late to in-person lectures, which I found very disrespectful.

I found some of Dr. Jennings' exemplative stories as inappropriate, though she did relate them to class material.

When the lectures altered to an online-format due to COVID-19, she was unable to adhere to the lecture schedule and canceled the final exam.

Overall, I personally found Dr. Jennings unprofessional and immature. I would not take a class from her again nor recommend my peers to attend her class.

However, I do recognize that some students will enjoy her nontraditional teaching style and find it enthusiastic and interesting.

3 The Service-Learning portion of the class was very hard to understand. I was constantly wondering if I was missing deadlines for it and it was very unclear and stressful not having information about that earlier in the course. More information about it on the syllabus would have been extremely helpful.

4 Such an incredible professor!!!! I'm so glad I took this class, for both the knowledge gained and how you presented it. You definitely handled the online transition the best of all my professors and I hope you're doing well

5 No, she is amazing!

6 No suggestions. I really enjoyed this class because of the interesting material and the instructor always engaged with the students. She presented the information in a way that made sense.

7 N/a

8 Keep it up! The way you are presenting the material is flawless. You're balance of humor and seriousness is perfect. The class atmosphere is 10 out of 10. It was by far my favorite class and I wish we hadn't had to switch to online - but you even made THAT fun! And you were so kind and considerate -
you set the example for other teachers. YOU ROCK, DR. JENNINGS!!!

9 Just a comment, Dr. Jennings is the best professor I have had at ASU. She is clearly very knowledgeable and interested in the material, and she seems to know the best ways to help students retain it. It's always fun being in the classroom with her, and I can tell she cares for her students so much.

10 I hope Dr. Jennings doesn't change anything about this course. It was an amazing experience.

11 I have nothing but positive things to say about Professor Jennings and this course. She is fantastic and she MADE this course fantastic. I was so nervous at the beginning of the semester, knowing that this coursework would be challenging. She made it an easy A for me, and not due to a lack of
assignments or difficult material. She is just so good at teaching and making challenging topics become easy to understand through she explanation and instruction. I wish I could have Professor Jennings as an instructor for every course possible. She is absolutely amazing.

12

I don't even know where to begin.

Dr. Jennings is a gem. A diamond. you might think I'm exaggerating but that is not the case at ALL. She was the beacon that held up for us, a bunch of paranoid scared students, she was always there for us, acting funny and nice to us during this HARD semester. Always keeping us CHALLENGED but not
too much.

I really wish to see her again in other classes.

You guys better pay her well and give her that motivation, because she DESERVES IT.

That's the only thing I can suggest about this beautiful, magical and eye-opening course.

Keep rocking Dr. Jennings.

13 I absolutely loved Dr. Jennings. She asks for and listens to student feedback. She is very passionate about what she teaches and explains things very well. She also structured the class to set students up for success. I could not recommend this professor more!

14 Going back to what I said before, Dr. J was great, she made complex material fun and interesting to learn.

15

Dr. Jennings is amazing. She takes a subject that is pretty tough and content-heavy and breaks it down into manageable pieces. Her suggested study strategies are extremely helpful and she sets us up for success. She keeps lectures that could be very boring and dry and keeps them lively by finding
ways to relate the concepts to things we could more easily understand. The work she had us doing prepared us for the exams and the exams were hard, but that's because the subject is hard. Her entrance quizzes and reviews of the previous lectures made it easier to follow the concepts and jump back
into the lectures from class to class. During the quarantine/social distancing debacle, she made adjustments to the course so that the online format would still deliver the information we needed to learn, and she was one of the only instructors I had who genuinely cared about her students as people. I
will not forget Dr. Jennings. 10/10 would recommend!
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